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Top export products

Src: FAOSTAT
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World exports of beans

Src: FAOSTAT
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Major importing nations

Src: FAOSTAT
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Production and productivity of dry beans in Myanmar

Src: FAOSTAT
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Exports of beans from Myanmar

Src: FAOSTAT

Src: RASFF

Given normal weather conditions, Myanmar’s bean and pulse 
production should continue to rise to 5.04 MMT in MY 2013/14 
and 5.16 MMT in MY 2014/2015 due to an expansion in growing 
area. 
Myanmar’s bean and pulse exports in MY 2013/14 are estimated 
to grow significantly by 14 percent to 1.6 MMT from 1.4 MMT in 
MY 2012/13 due mainly to increased export demand from India. 
India is likely to remain as the largest market for Myanmar’s bean 
and pulse exports in MY 2013/14. Demand 
from China is also likely to increase. In MY 2014/15 bean and 
pulse exports are forecast to reach 1.63 million tons, an increase 
of 2 percent from MY 2013/2014.

(Src: Gain Report Grain and Feed Annual, 2014) 
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http://gain.fas.usda.gov/Recent%20GAIN%20Publications/Grain%20and%20Feed%20Annual_Rangoon_Burma%20-%20Union%20of_4-1-2014.pdf
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Supply chain of fresh fruits and vegetables

Farmer

Harvesting 
collector

Non-harvesting
collector

Middleman

Supermarket

Local markets

Waxer

Exporter

Collecting house
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Supply chain of XXX

Farmer

Middlemen

Processor

Exporter
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The pomelo example

Harvest

Dispatch

Receive Pack

Despatch

Export

*FarmerID or FieldID
Quantity (pieces)
Weight

HARVEST

*MiddlemanID / name
Is stock empty?
Quantity
Weight

DESPATCH

*CollectorID / name
Type
Size
Quantity
Weight
Price

RECEIVE

*Type
*Size
*Boxes

PACK

*ContainerID
*ExporterID

DESPATCH
*ContainerID
*ClientID

EXPORT

+ all dispatch events until next 
stock empty

- all harvest events since last 
stock empty

+ next reception for same 
MiddlemanID

- next dispatch for same 
MiddlemanID

+ all pack events until the next 
despatch

if none, the next despatch event

- all pack events since the last 
despatch.

if none, all reception events 
since the last despatch

- all reception events since the 
last despatch

+ next despatch event

- the next export event for the 
exporter with the same 

containerID

- the despatch event for the 
exporter with the same 

ContainerID

*FarmerID
*FieldID
*CertificateID
Results ok?

GAP INSPECTION

GAP Inspection
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Exercise

• Groups
– GROUP A: Private sector 
– GROUP B: Public sector

• Main objective
– Design an efficient traceability system that serves your needs

• Group presentation and discussion
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Stakeholder maps

Directly 
involved

Enablers

Spectators
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Farm Processor Retailer

1. Delivery note / 
Invoice number

2. Plot Id, Farm ID

1. Delivery note / 
Invoice number

2. Product/Batch code

Key mapping for external traceability

Backward Trace

Forward Trace

Think about both ways!
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Tasks

1. Determine your needs and how e-traceability can help you
2. Map the supply chain and identify the key steps
3. Define the scope of the traceability system

– E.g. food safety, legal compliance, social or environmental standards, …
4. Design specific objectives
5. Map stakeholders
6. Design key indicators for specific objectives

– E.g. farm name or village name for origin
7. Determine identification system  
8. Determine critical steps for each supply chain partner
9. Determine information flow
10. Determine data input methodology
11. Determine additional data elements to be recorded (standards?)
12. What is the added value for each stakeholder?
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Thank you for your attention!
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